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CareVoyant
Integrated Software for Healthcare

HOME CARE SOFTWARE

The Solution Your Clinical and Financial Staff Can Agree On!
Improve Care and Optimize reimbursement with CareVoyant
CareVoyant streamlines your agency's workflow by integrating the intake process, scheduling, billing, and clinical documentation with user-friendly point of care charting. Business intelligence tools monitor your agency's key clinical and financial indicators to improve quality of care and optimize reimbursement. Through its intuitive work environment and productivity tools,
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CareVoyant empowers everyone in the organization to accomplish more every day.
Intake/Admission

Track leads from initial inquiry through admission. Pre Admit functions are designed to effectively manage follow-up activities,
communications, promotions, allowances and waiting lists until a patient inquiry is converted to an admission. Upon admitting
a patient, Pre Admission information is seamlessly transferred to CareVoyant Intake screens, thereby eliminating redundant
data entry. A single patient record gives your organization the ability to consolidate clinical and financial documentation
across your organization, whether they are patients of your Medicare Home Health program, Medicaid program, Private Duty
Home Care, or Hospice. This eliminates redundant data entry across the continuum of care, or as patients are discharged and
later re-admitted.
Scheduling
Create and manage schedules based on a physician plan of care, an insurance authorization or a combination of both. Scheduling functions integrate with Authorizations to manage discrepancies between authorized and scheduled visits. Schedulers
have access to in-depth information related to both caregiver and patient requirements, and thereby have the resources
needed to make an ideal match.
Clinical
Simplify the transition to electronic medical records by migrating current clinical
practices (including bringing your own forms with our Clinical Form Builder), thereby
supporting user adoption. Mobility tools (based on laptop or tablet PC devices)
extend clinical capabilities to the point of care using wireless and synchronization
technology.
First DataBank Drug Database provides clinicians comprehensive medication reference materials, including interactions and patient education at the point of care.
Additionally, the CareVoyant clinical workflow is intuitive, easy-to-use, and gives
clinicians quick access to the information they need to perform their duties.
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Solution Highlights:
Billing/AR
CareVoyant Billing and Accounts Receivable Module is a comprehensive billing engine designed to manage disparate payer requirements across multiple lines of business (Medicare, Private Duty and Hospice). CareVoyant provides effective revenue cycle management by integrating intake, eligibility verification, scheduling, claims/statements management, electronic remittance and collections in
a single solution. CareVoyant Electronic Remittance Notice (ERN) module enables facilities to receive electronic remittance advice from
intermediaries in ANSI 835 format and post payments automatically.
Events & Alerts
Events & Alerts module defines, detects and notifies users of the occurrence of key clinical and administrative events. Standard events
define how alerts are communicated, escalated and resolved. Custom events can also be created.
Reporting
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CareVoyant includes an extensive library of clinical, financial, scheduling and census reports. A Reports Manager enables agencies to
group and manage reports based on individual users or user groups. The system's open architecture design allows agencies to modify
existing reports and create online reports using Microsoft Reporting Services technology, thereby providing for virtually unlimited
reporting options. Reports can be printed, emailed, or exported to a number of different file formats, including Word, Excel, PDF, XML,
TIF and others.
Document Management

CareVoyant Document Management Module allows agencies to scan paper documents or attach electronic documents to patient
records. Once in the system, these documents can be categorized, stored, retrieved and distributed, thereby saving office space,
increasing staff productivity, reducing retrieval time and improving patient services.
Insight (Digital Dashboard)
CareVoyant Insight is a business intelligence dashboard designed to monitor key trends and exceptions, both clinical and financial. By
providing timely insight into clinical and business performance, dashboards empower providers to proactively identify trends and
exceptions and help users improve care and optimize reimbursement.
Physician Portal
CareVoyant Physician Portal enables agencies to proactively prompt physicians when a plan of care or change
order is ready for signature and allows physicians to electronically sign them. Physician Portal reduces the
turnaround time for plans of care and change orders and increases cash flow by getting claims out the
door in a timely manner.
Integration
The CareVoyant Business Solutions integration engine is a comprehensive vehicle for interfacing
CareVoyant with third-party solutions:
● General Ledger and Payroll to Microsoft Dynamics GP & other third-party financial systems
● Electronic Visit Verification: CareWatch, CellTrak
● HomeCare CRM
● PPS Plus

Hospice
Private Duty

● Telehealth: Honeywell HomMed
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